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HIV self-testing could reduce barriers to screening, increase the number of people aware of their HIV infection, and ultimately result in a greater percentage of the HIV-infected population having a suppressed HIV load [4], likely lowering the incidence of new HIV infections. Self-testing may be more convenient than provider-based screening, and potentially reduce the role of stigma in a patient’s choice to be screened. Furthermore, self-testing is less costly than provider-based screening, at least for the majority of people who have a negative result of HIV screening. It is therefore a reasonable hypothesis that HIV self-testing may both improve HIV outcomes and provide good value for the money for a ministry of health with a constrained budget.

In this issue of 
\textit{The Journal of Infectious Diseases}, Cambiano et al present the results of a model-based cost-effectiveness analysis, set in Zimbabwe, of expanding self-testing for HIV, compared with the current standard of provider-driven HIV testing and counseling (PHTC) [5]. Using an established simulation model of HIV incidence and outcomes, the authors compared quality-adjusted life expectancy changes (measured in disability-adjusted life-years [DALYs] averted) and costs of expanding self-testing as compared to making no change and continuing with the current standard of PHTC. The following assumptions were important to the analysis: (1) the introduction of HIV self-testing results in a halving of the population who are unwilling to receive an HIV test and a 20% increase in the rate of first-time screening for HIV; (2) self-testing is somewhat less sensitive and specific than PHTC (data on diagnostic characteristics of self-tests were taken from the OraSure package insert); (3) negative results of self-tests are less costly than negative results of tests received through PHTC, but positive results of self-tests are more costly than positive results received through PHTC (the bottom-line costs for positive self-test results include the extra cost of confirmatory testing by PHTC); (4) follow-up of positive self-test results is imperfect, owing to losses to follow-up related to self-testing; and (5) the model includes a secular trend toward more PHTC testing over time and considers various degrees of substitution of self-testing for PHTC.

With these assumptions, the authors found that, compared with the current standard of care, expanding HIV self-testing would be associated with a 20-year net savings of $75 million (discounted) and a very slight improvement in outcomes (7 DALYs avoided). Because self-testing both saves money and improves outcomes, it is a dominating strategy—it is cost saving and should be adopted no matter how few resources are available for HIV testing.

Just beneath this headline finding, however, is a more nuanced story of opportunity—and risk. Self-testing likely would expand HIV screening and reduce costs, and it could possibly improve population-level outcomes as well, but the analysis by Cambiano et al also includes many feasible scenarios in which self-testing results in outcomes that are
worse than those of the current standard of care. For example, if the sensitivity and specificity of a self-test are substantially worse than reported in the package insert, if follow-up for confirmatory testing of an individual with a positive self-test result is poor, or if ART initiation is delayed, then self-testing results in the accumulation of additional DALYs, compared with the current standard of care.

In many of the scenarios in which self-testing led to worse outcomes than PHTC, it was still found to be cost-effective, compared with PHTC. The findings are valid, but it is important to explore them further and to note that the outcomes differ from the pattern to which we have grown accustomed in HIV-related cost-effectiveness research. Most often, analyses of the cost-effectiveness of major HIV interventions, such as routine screening for HIV infection [6–8], interventions to improve follow-up along the HIV cascade of care [9, 10], or ART itself [11, 12], demonstrate that those new interventions both improve outcomes and add cost. It is the goal of cost-effectiveness analysis to determine whether that additional spending produces adequate benefit to be considered a good value for the money invested. The ratio of added cost to added benefit is the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. When the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio falls below an accepted threshold for the amount that we, as a society, are willing to pay to save an additional year of life, we say that the intervention is a good use of resources, or cost-effective.

In this case, however, we find ourselves in the opposite position. In many scenarios, self-testing is associated with slightly worse outcomes than the standard of care but has substantial cost-savings. Because the decrement in outcomes is very small but the savings are large, it no longer makes economic sense to invest resources in expanding PHTC because we will get little benefit from that investment. Instead, we should fund more self-tests, even though outcomes might be just a little worse than they would have been had we stayed with the current standard of care.

We could reinvest the resources we save in some other HIV- or health-related intervention and get more value from them.

From an economist’s perspective, it does not matter why self-testing has an appealing incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. By moving to self-testing and lowering costs, a ministry of health could use the savings to implement other effective HIV-related programs that provide better value for money than PHTC. The combination of self-testing plus reinvestment of resources saved into effective HIV-related programs would result in better population-level outcomes than using available resources for PHTC. In the real world, however, resources are not always so fungible, and it is not clear that potential cost savings generated by self-testing would be reinvested in other HIV-related programs.

Another option to reduce costs might be to eliminate posttest HIV counseling for patients who have a negative results of screening. One of the main reasons that self-testing provided good economic value in the analysis by Cambiano et al was that it provided a substantially less costly means of ruling out HIV infection among individuals without disease. Studies in the United States find that eliminating posttest counseling for HIV-negative patients is cost saving [13, 14]. Eliminating posttest counseling for HIV-negative patients in resource-limited settings, therefore, might reduce the cost of PHTC, making possible broader implementation and better outcomes than were projected assuming the availability of self-testing. This article does not specifically address the cost-effectiveness of self-testing versus provider testing without counseling for HIV-negative patients, but it does demonstrate that as the cost difference between self-testing and PHTC narrows, cost-effectiveness conclusions change.

Thus, stakeholders and decision makers need to read this important study with a sophisticated eye. To come away from the article with only the top-line message that self-testing improves outcomes and saves costs misses several very important implementation messages. First, self-testing should likely be implemented only when it can be coupled to adequate monitoring and evaluation of real-world HIV screening test characteristics and follow-up along the HIV cascade of care. Self-testing is not always cost-effective. Blind faith that self-testing will work could result in one of the scenarios in which self-testing was not a cost-effective intervention. Second, self-testing is not a panacea. In this simulation analysis, self-testing did not result in large gains in ART scale-up and HIV survival. In fact, in many situations, self-testing is not even a way to improve HIV outcomes. Rather, self-testing should be viewed as a way to reduce cost with little or no impact on public health. Third, one important way to realize the benefits of self-testing is to reinvest the savings generated by self-testing into highly cost-effective HIV-related interventions.

Effective ART, improved life expectancy, and adequate healthcare infrastructure make it possible to now consider wide-scale availability of HIV self-testing in resource-limited settings. This important article by Cambiano et al provides insight into what self-testing is likely to be and likely not to be. Most importantly, this detailed and thoughtful simulation study provides critical understanding of what matters for successful implementation of self-testing. With these findings, stakeholders will be well informed as they consider the role self-testing should play in their countries.
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